Filtered Surroundings
A cultural village in the middle of offices and hectic people rushing from one place to another.
Filtered Surroundings
Concrete portals serves the exterior and interior with technical and architectonic life

- DISTRICT HEATING
- DISTRICT COOLING
- FLOOR HEATING
- AND COOLING

East facade which is facing the newly formed "Ito street" (1/100)

Concrete portals serves the exterior and interior with technical and architectonic life

Installation scheme - district heating and cooling

Technical fragment - floorplan of the museum entrance pavilion (1/50)

Horizontal detail - spatial concrete column with glass facade and corten vertical bifold doors (1/5)

Installation scheme - ventilation air exhaust via the pores in the portals

Installation scheme - ventilation air supply via the pores in the portals

Installation scheme - district heating and cooling
Glass in between the planter beams emphasize the strong and heavy character of the portal.
Filtered Surroundings
A double concrete construction for a overgrown exterior and a clear interior

Vertical detail - in between connection of the planter beams (1/5)
Technical fragment section - stepped down planter beams to create a visual of a garden outside and a cave interior (1/50)
Section DD (1/100)

Technical fragment - facade (1/50)